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ABSTRACT

Monolingual infants are typically studied as a homogenous group and compared to bilingual infants. This study looks further into two subgroups of monolingual infants, monodialectal and multidialectal, to identify the effects of dialect-related variation on the phonological representation of words. Using an Intermodal Preferential Looking task, the detection of mispronunciations in familiar words was compared in infants aged 1;8 exposed to consistent (monodialectal) or variable (multidialectal) pronunciations of words in their daily input. Only monodialectal infants detected the mispronunciations whereas multidialectal infants looked longer at the target following naming whether the label was correctly produced or not. This suggests that variable phonological input in the form of dialect variation impacts the degree of specificity of lexical representations in early infancy.

INTRODUCTION

Language development research traditionally relies on the dichotomy between two distinct populations: monolinguals and multilinguals (e.g. Bosch & Sebastián-Gallés, 2003; Fennell, Byers-Heinlein & Werker, 2007; Ramon-Casas & Bosch, 2010). However, these broad categories cannot provide a completely accurate description of infants’ language input. Monolingual infants actually fall into one of two subgroups: monodialectal or multidialectal. Multidialectal infants hear multiple dialects of a single native language if one or both of their parents speak with a
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dialect that differs from the surrounding locality. Albareda-Castellot, Pons, and Sebastian-Galles (2011) suggest that multidialectal infants be seen as a unique group of bilinguals, acquiring a single set of morphological and syntactic rules but two distinct phonologies (to varying degrees) with a large proportion of cognates in their lexicon. Of interest in the current study is how life-long exposure to dialectal variation affects infants’ representations of familiar words.

In many ways the general pattern of language development in bilingual and monolingual infants is comparable, with all infants passing critical milestones at similar ages (Pearson, Fernández & Oller, 1993). However, when looking at vocabulary scores, differences have been identified between monolingual and bilingual populations (Bialystok, Luk, Peets & Yang, 2010). Typically, bilingual infants have fewer words in their vocabulary than monolingual peers when considering each of their languages; however, when collapsing all words across both languages, bilingual infants’ scores are comparable to those of monolinguals (Poulin-Dubois, Bialystok, Blaye, Polonia & Yott, 2013). Differences also seem to arise between these two populations when exploring the specificity of their word representations. Bilingual infants seem to detect minimal changes between words later than their monolingual peers. Using a Switch task (Werker, Cohen, Lloyd, Casasola & Stager, 1998), Fennell et al. (2007) taught infants the novel word–object pairings ‘bih’ and ‘dih’ and then tested them on trials where these pairings were congruent with training or where there was a mismatch or ‘switch’ between the label and the object. Monolingual infants succeed at noticing the switch at age 1;5, whereas bilingual infants are successful only at 1;8. This suggests that bilingual infants have less specific representations of words than their monolingual counterparts (see also Bosch & Sebastián-Gallés, 2003). Following the suggestion from Albareda-Castellot et al. (2011) that multidialectalism is a unique form of bilingualism, we propose that multidialectal infants might behave more similarly to bilingual infants than monolingual monodialectal infants.

It has been shown that increased variability in speech can affect performance in monolingual infants. For example, Rost and McMurray (2009) trained infants aged 1;2 in a Switch task with minimal pair words /buk/and /puk/, with training sequences produced by either single or multiple speakers. Infants only looked longer during switch trials following the multiple speaker training phase, suggesting that speaker-related variability leads infants to focus on the stable or invariant aspects of the input and develop more robust representations of words. In a follow-up study, Rost and McMurray (2010) manipulated phonetic variability more closely in the same task with the same stimuli. When varying cues that are either phonetically contrastive (VOT) or non-contrastive (prosodic and indexical), they found that infants
only noticed the switch when the non-contrastive cues were present, failing to look longer to switch trials with contrastive cues alone. In contrast, when phonetic information remained consistent but non-contrastive cues varied, infants once again succeeded. This suggests that phonetically contrastive variability can be problematic for creating phonologically specific representations of new words. However non-contrastive variability, such as speaker differences that are usually not used to discriminate words, can support learning. Multidialectal infants are exposed regularly to phonetically contrastive cues that are not phonologically relevant (such as rhotic versus non-rhotic pronunciations of final tense vowels as in *car*). Following Rost and McMurray (2010), we would predict that multidialectal infants’ exposure to phonetically variable tokens of words may result in less well defined representations being incorporated into their lexicon.

However, the study of the impact of dialectal variations on infants’ word representations has led to mixed conclusions so far. Best, Tyler, Gooding, Orlando & Quann (2009) played American infants familiar words in either a Jamaican (unfamiliar) or American-English (familiar) accent in a Headturn Preference Procedure (HPP). At 1;3, infants listened longer to familiar words in a familiar accent over an unfamiliar one, whereas at 1;7 listening times were comparable for both accents. That is, until 1;7 infants failed to recognize familiar words produced with unfamiliar pronunciations due to accent differences. This indicates that unfamiliar within-language variation can negatively affect word recognition (see also Schmale, Cristia, Seidl & Johnson, 2010). Alternatively, Schmale, Hollich and Seidl (2011) present evidence that accent-related variability can aid the creation of robust representations of words. Infants aged 2;0 were trained on novel words in either a foreign or local accent and tested in the reverse using a variant of the Intermodal Preferential Looking procedure (IPL; Bailey & Plunkett, 2002). Infants looked longer to the target only when training was in the foreign accent; training in the local accent resulted in no preference for the target. Schmale et al. (2011, p. 1105) suggest that “exposure to phonetic variability leads to more robust representations by promoting broader lexical categories”. In the foreign accent training condition word representations better accommodated variation, whereas training in a familiar local accent made abstraction across similar instances more difficult in young infants.

In an attempt to explore this further, White and Aslin (2011) trained infants with mispronunciations of familiar words containing the shifted vowel [ɔ] to [æ], e.g. *dog* to *dag*, prior to testing. Infants were tested with both correct and incorrect pronunciations of familiar words in a typical IPL task, with incorrect pronunciations using the trained vowel shift. They found that following brief exposure to a novel accent, infants aged 1;8 could accommodate this shift and recognize incorrect pronunciations
of familiar words, as only infants who were trained looked longer to the target following the mispronunciation. Additionally, the successful infants recognized mispronounced words they had not previously heard, showing generalization of the shift to other exemplars. So, with relevant exposure to accent variations (in this case an artificial novel accent), infants are able to accommodate incorrect pronunciations of familiar words.

The above studies demonstrate infants’ ability to adapt rapidly at the time of testing to deviant pronunciations of words, both familiar and novel. However, multidialectal infants are faced with within-language variation on a daily basis due to the nature of their input, and so present an interesting case for study and for comparison with the traditional bilingual/monolingual contrast. Here, we examined the impact of continuous naturalistic dialect-related variability on infants’ phonological representations of familiar words, rather than an introduced and specifically designed variability as in Best et al. (2009), Schmale et al. (2011), and White and Aslin (2011). Using a standard IPL procedure we tested monodialectal and multidialectal infants on correct and incorrect pronunciations of familiar words produced in the local British South West English dialect.

We predicted that our monodialectal group of infants would behave as expected from the previous literature when monolinguals are presented with mispronunciations of familiar words (Mani & Plunkett, 2010; Swingley & Aslin, 2000): they should only look longer at the target following correct pronunciations. However, multidialectal infants could respond in one of two ways. First, they could detect mispronunciations similarly to or better than monodialectals, looking longer to the target following correct but not incorrect pronunciations. This would suggest that they have representations that are sufficiently specified that deviant pronunciations are successfully identified. It could also suggest that any relaxation or broadening of phonetic boundaries is input-specific, and does not apply to any presented phonetic or phonemic contrast as expected following studies by Schmale et al. (2011) and White and Aslin (2011). Due to the design of this study these two explanations would be difficult to disentangle at this stage. Second, infants could treat all pronunciations as acceptable exemplars of the target and look longer at its picture regardless of pronunciation, suggesting a general relaxation or broadening of phonetic boundaries or poorer use of phonological information in word recognition, as a result of daily exposure to variable pronunciations, as suggested by results from Best et al. (2009) and Rost and McMurray (2010).

**METHOD**

English-learning toddlers aged 1;8 were presented with pairs of images accompanied by correct or incorrect pronunciations of a target. Sensitivity
to mispronunciations of familiar words should result in longer looks to the
target image following correctly but not incorrectly pronounced trials as
compared to the prenaming phase (e.g. Mani & Plunkett, 2007).

Participants
Thirty-two monolingual English infants born and raised in the South
West of England successfully completed this study. There were two
groups of infants: monodialectals ($N=16$, 5 boys, mean age = 1;7·25) and
multidialectals ($N=16$, 12 boys, mean age = 1;8·02). Additional infants were
tested but excluded due to inattention (3) and fussiness (2). All infants had
no known hearing problems, developmental delays, were no more than six
weeks premature, and were recruited from the Babylab database. All parents
completed the Oxford Communicative Development Inventory (OCDI;
Hamilton, Plunkett & Schafer, 2000) with no significant difference found be-
tween the two groups (mean understanding scores - monodialectals = 235
words, range 33 – 348; and multidialectals = 231 words, range 140 – 354,
$t(30)=-0·15$, $p=.88$; mean production scores - monodialectal = 79 words,
range = 12 – 180 and multidialectal = 91 words, range = 7 – 240, $t(30)=0·57$,
$p=.57$). Infants were classified as mono- or multidialectal prior to testing.
Parents reported their dialect background and were recorded reading an
elicitation passage (Weinberger, 2003; see ‘Appendix A’) in addition to
some natural speech describing a typical day with their child. Expert
listeners, familiar with the English South West dialect, assessed these
recordings in order to determine whether the speaker spoke with a South
West accent or not. Given the suggestion from Trudgill (1999) that the
major dialect boundary of British English lies between the North and South
and the specification from Altendorf and Watt (2004) that the South of
England is further separated into three dialect areas: South West, East
Anglia and South East, infants whose parents both spoke with a South
West dialect were classified as monodialectal (See ‘Appendix B’ for details
of the most common differences between the dialects heard by infants tested
and that of the South West of England). All other infants were considered
multidialectal (see ‘Appendix C’ for a full list, including percentage of ex-
posure to the South West dialect).

A dialect exposure questionnaire was completed, derived from a language
exposure questionnaire (Cattani et al., in press; see ‘Appendix D’)
calculating the amount of exposure to the South West dialect. Multidialectal
infants’ exposure scores were required to be between 25 and
75% to be included in this group, following the bilingual literature
(Pearson, Fernández, Lewedeg & Oller, 1997). On average, multidialectals
heard the local dialect 42% of the time (range 26% to 69%). Dialect status
was obtained prior to testing to ensure that each group contained all of the possible trial combinations; coders were naive to this information.

**Stimuli**

Thirty-two monosyllabic consonant-initial nouns were selected from the OCDI as understood by children at this age (see Table 1). These were divided into sixteen target (mean understanding score = 88%) and distracter (84%) pairs. Each infant saw all sixteen pairs once, with one image acting as the target for all infants, e.g. target dog and distracter duck. The images were all colour photographs, controlled for size, and appeared on a white background. They were deemed good exemplars by the authors and an independent observer. Infants saw sixteen trials including eight correct pronunciations and eight mispronunciations, created by changing either the onset consonant or medial vowel by a single feature, where possible (Table 1). The auditory stimuli were produced in a local dialect by a native female speaker of British English in a child-directed manner and heard in the carrier phrase ‘Look! Target.’

**Procedure**

Infants sat in a high-chair approximately 180 cm away from a projection screen; eye-movements were recorded by two cameras positioned directly above the visual stimuli. Auditory stimuli were delivered via a centrally
located speaker. The experiment was presented, coded and analyzed using the ‘Look’ software package (Meints & Woodford, 2008).

Initially infants saw two training trials (hand−chair, bird−pig), always with correctly pronounced targets, to familiarize them with the procedure and improve engagement during test trials. During the test phase infants were presented with sixteen 5 s trials consisting of one pair of images, measuring 52 cm diagonally from corner to corner and 43 cm apart. The onset of the target word occurred at 2500 ms, splitting the trial into pre- and post-naming phases. Between trials a smiley face was presented to re-centre infants’ attention.

Throughout the experiment targets were presented equally often on the left and right of the screen. This was counterbalanced across children and the order in which trials were presented was randomized with no more than two consecutive pronunciations of the same type.

Scoring
Videos were scored to determine the infants’ gaze direction and fixations on a frame-by-frame basis (every 40 ms). A second skilled coder independently scored 10% of the videos with an inter-experimenter agreement Intraclass Correlation Coefficient of 0.978 (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979).

Codings were used to calculate the amount of time infants spent looking at the target and distracter in both the pre- and post-naming phases of each trial. Only looking times that occurred between 367 ms and 2000 ms after the onset of the word were analyzed, following previous research (e.g. Swingley & Aslin, 2000).

RESULTS
Analyses were conducted only on trials where infants looked at both images during the trial and caregivers reported the target word was known; these criteria retained 86% of all trials. We used the Proportion of Total Looks (PTL) measure, calculated as the time spent looking to the target divided by the total time spent looking at both target and distracter (t/t+d). A significant increase in PTL in the post-naming phase compared to the pre-naming phase is taken as evidence that the child has recognized the word and is aware of the relationship between the target image and the target label, corresponding to a naming effect (Mani & Plunkett, 2010; Swingley & Aslin, 2000). Data were analyzed using a mixed-model ANOVA with the within-participant factors Naming (pre- and post-) and Pronunciation (correct and incorrect), and the between-participant factor Dialect (monodialectal and multidialectal). There was a main effect of Naming ($F(1,30)=11.72, p=.002, \eta^2_p=.281$), an interaction between Naming and Pronunciation ($F(1,30)=10.71, p=.003, \eta^2_p=.263$) and a significant three-way interaction between Naming, Pronunciation, and Dialect
Figure 1 illustrates this interaction and shows that the dialect groups are responding differently across the pronunciation types. Further exploration examines the dialect groups independently.

Monodialectal infants

In the monodialectal group a marginal main effect of Naming was found \( (F(1,15) = 3.95, \ p = 0.065, \ \eta^2_p = 0.209) \) but no overall main effect of Pronunciation type \( (F(1,15) = 1.88, \ p = 0.19, \ \eta^2_p = 0.112) \). A significant interaction between Naming and Pronunciation \( (F(1,15) = 14.17, \ p = 0.002, \ \eta^2_p = 0.486) \) was also found, indicative of the infants treating correct and incorrect pronunciations differently. Looks to the target increased from the pre-naming to the post-naming phase following correct pronunciations \( (t(15) = -4.26, \ p = 0.001, \ d = 1.80) \) but not incorrect pronunciations \( (t(15) = 0.72, \ p = 0.481, \ d = 0.27) \). This supports previous work in this area showing that monolingual infants from age 1;0 identify a familiar target when its
label is correctly, but not incorrectly, pronounced (e.g. Mani & Plunkett, 2007, 2010; Swingley & Aslin, 2000), indicating that they are sensitive to phonemic or phonetic changes in familiar words.

Multidialectal infants
In multidialectal infants, a main effect of Naming was found \(F(1,15)=10.10, \ p=0.006, \ \eta^2_p=0.402\), together with no main effect of Pronunciation \(F(1,15)=1.56, \ p=0.231, \ \eta^2_p=0.094\) and no interaction between Naming and Pronunciation \(F(1,15)<1, \ \eta^2_p<0.001\), suggesting infants were looking longer at the target in the post-naming phase regardless of pronunciation. For correct pronunciations we found significantly longer looks to the target following naming \(t(15)=−2.78, \ p=0.014, \ d=0.98\), as with monodialectal infants. What differed between the two dialect groups was the response when the target was incorrectly named; here we found a significant increase in PTL during the post-naming phase \(t(15)=−2.50, \ p=0.024, \ d=0.60\), similar to what was found for correct pronunciations.

Between group comparisons
In order to confirm that the observed differences are the result of the infants’ exposure to dialects and not attributable to some other difference between groups, a series of \(t\)-tests were conducted. Comparisons between the dialect groups on the variables age, vocabulary scores, and socioeconomic status of caregivers measured by educational level (scored as 1 for postgraduate level, 2 for A-level or undergraduate degree level, and 3 for GCSEs or below) (monodialectal \(M=1.38\) and multidialectal \(M=1.25\)) and occupation (scored from 1 to 9 based on Hollingshead, 1975, with 1 being the lowest) (monodialectal \(M=6.44\) and multidialectal \(M=6.88\)), revealed no significant differences between the two groups (all \(ps>0.05\)). There was also no correlation between the amount of exposure to the local accent and performance in mispronounced trials \(r=0.336, \ n=16, \ p=0.204\). Due to the nature of accents differing mainly on vocalic details (Wells, 1982), performance on vowel and consonant mispronunciations was compared. Tests were conducted using Bonferroni adjusted alpha levels of 0.016 per test (0.05/3). Results indicated that in multidialectal infants, following consonant mispronunciations there was a marginally significant increase in target looking in the post-naming phase \(t(15)=−2.59, \ p=0.020\), but there was no difference in looking times following vowel mispronunciations \(t(14)<1\). No differences between mispronunciation types was found for monodialectal infants (all \(ts<1\)). This could suggest that multidialectal infants are more sensitive to vowel mispronunciations than consonants, or that following an initial consonant mispronunciation the remaining overlap with the correct pronunciation is enough to identify the target.
Timecourse plots

Figures 2 and 3 plot respectively the monodialectal and the multidialectal infants’ behaviour for correct and incorrect pronunciations over the course of the trial. For the monodialectal infants it is clear that looks to the target increased following correct but not incorrect pronunciations. In contrast, multidialectal infants initially look to the target in the post-naming phase but look away earlier following incorrect pronunciations, maintaining looking after correct pronunciations. This suggests that multidialectal infants take longer to disregard a mispronunciation as related to the target image.

Discussion

The present study sought to add to the growing body of work looking at the effects of variability on young infants’ word-learning abilities. However, in contrast with previous work, where variability is introduced during the experimental procedure, we utilized the continuous and natural variability
characteristic of the input of multidialectal infants. These infants hear variable pronunciations as a result of at least one of their parents speaking with a dialect that differs from that of the local area, whereas monodialectal infants hear consistent phonological input from both parents and the ambient environment. We found that our monodialectal group of infants, who hear little input variation, behave consistently with previous findings with monolinguals (Mani & Plunkett, 2007; Ramon-Casas, Swingley, Sebastián-Gallés & Bosch, 2009; Swingley & Aslin, 2000); these infants did not accept mispronunciations as adequate exemplars of familiar words, as demonstrated by a significant interaction between Naming and Pronunciation. Contrastingly, the multidialectal infants looked at the target more often after naming regardless of how the word was pronounced. The difference in performance between the two groups suggests that long-term exposure to dialectal variability does indeed have an impact on infants’ representations of familiar words.

Fig. 3. Timecourse of multidialectal infants’ fixations for correct and incorrect pronunciation trials. The vertical line represents the onset of the target word.
One interpretation of these results would be to claim that they reveal a delay in the creation of detailed word representations in multidialectal infants as compared to monodialectals, similarly to the interpretation of monolingual and bilingual performance differences. According to another perspective, the pattern of results could indicate that multidialectals are more able than monodialectals to accommodate variations in speech, due to more relaxed phonetic boundaries. In what follows we discuss both of these interpretations.

The first explanation is that phonological specificity of early lexical representations is affected by variable input, as suggested by results from Best et al. (2009) and Rost and McMurray (2010). Monodialectal infants’ lexical entries contain sufficient phonological detail that mispronunciations of a single phoneme interfere with the identification of a target referent as has been shown as early as age 1;0 (Mani & Plunkett, 2010). That multidialectal infants behave differently suggests that their representations may be phonologically less well specified as a result of exposure to dialectally variable pronunciations. The development of representations that are robust enough to deal with phonological deviations in the form of mispronunciations may be hindered by inconsistencies in the pronunciations they are hearing as a result of dialectal variation.

A second interpretation of these results could relate to the broadening of phonetic categories suggested by studies such as White and Aslin (2011). White and Aslin propose that infants accept the trained vowel-shifted pronunciation due to a relaxation of a particular vowel boundary encountered in training; that is an input-specific boundary relaxation. Although the current results differ from those found by White and Aslin (2011), where infants were able to detect mispronunciations that differed from the vowel shift they experienced, boundary relaxation could still be a factor here. In the current study multidialectal infants treat mispronunciations similarly to correct pronunciations, despite the fact that they have not encountered them previously nor had any experience with the changes tested (more specifically, the changes were phonemically valid in their dialects, but did not correspond to any current dialect variations). Perhaps long-term exposure to variability results in a more general relaxation of boundaries, rather than an input-specific relaxation, which then leads to less well specified representations of individual words in their lexicon.

Similarly, Schmale et al. (2011) found that even relatively brief exposure to variable pronunciations relaxes phonetic boundaries in a more general way to accommodate variation, and the results presented here indeed seem to suggest a similar effect. One key difference between Schmale et al., and the current paper is the duration of exposure to variability. For the infants in the Schmale et al., paper the variability is brief and heard only during the study, whereas the infants in this paper hear continuously variable pronunciations. It would be of interest to further explore the effects
of exposure duration in relation to any lasting effects of broadened categories. That is, the effects observed by Schmale et al., could be short-lived whereas long-term exposure to variability could result in persistent boundary broadening. This could be problematic for infants learning new words as there are likely to be instances where natural dialect variation crosses phonetic boundaries. This could lead infants to consider two words pronounced differently as the same word when actually they are minimal pair words, e.g. *cot* and *cat*. The reverse could also be expected: an accented word could be considered a different word and not related to the target.

Returning to the parallel between multilingual and multidialectal children, Ramon-Casas and Bosch (2010) suggest that cognate words are less well represented in the lexicon of the bilingual child. Indeed Ramon-Casas et al. (2009) found that Spanish–Catalan bilingual infants failed to discriminate a Catalan-specific contrast (/e/ and /ɛ/) when tested with familiar cognate words ([ɡəˈlɛtə] to [ɡəˈlɛt ə] ‘cookie’). However, the same contrast in non-cognate words ([piˈtɛt] ‘bib’ to [buˈlɛt ‘mushroom’) was successfully discriminated (Ramon-Casas & Bosch, 2010). As mentioned previously, for multidialectal infants nearly all words are cognates: often they hear two pronunciations of each word due to the dialect differences they are exposed to. Cognate effects could be affecting the representations of multidialectal infants in much the same way as they are problematic for bilingual infants, leading to them having less well represented lexical entries.

Additionally, Floccia, Delle Luche, Durrant, Butler & Goslin (2012) found in an IPL task that multidialectal infants aged 1;8 exposed to both versions of a specific English accent feature, rhoticity, recognize only rhotic pronunciations (spoken in the community) and not non-rhotic pronunciations (spoken at home), despite more frequent exposure to the non-rhotic versions. Specifically, infants heard words that could be produced rhotically such as *car*, in either a rhotic or non-rhotic pronunciation. All infants, mono- or multidialectal, looked longer at the target pictures than the distracter pictures when the corresponding words were produced in the rhotic version, but not when they were non-rhotically produced. This was interpreted as evidence that infants exposed to multiple variants of words encode only a single form as the canonical representation and then fail to recognize non-canonical variants. This is problematic for a cognate-based explanation of the current results; the infants in Floccia et al. (2012) were exposed to both forms of the target words from their earliest age, placing them in the same category as the multidialectal infants in the present study. If the cognate explanation were to hold, multidialectal infants should identify both forms, rhotic and non-rhotic. However, the words included in the current study have no specific contrasting feature, such as rhoticity, so here we are tapping into a more general lack of specificity of infants’ representations than one related.
specifically to shared cognates, supporting the proposal that multidialectal input results in relaxed and broadened phonetic categories.

A further, task-demand based, explanation could be that the greater phonological overlap between the spoken target and the intended target image than between the spoken target and the distracter image is leading multidialectal infants to use a ‘best fit’ strategy for target recognition and distracter exclusion. That is, the lack of phonological overlap between *gat* and *cote* allows them to reject the distracter *cow*, but the shared phonological content of *gat* and *cat* causes them to look longer at the picture of the ‘cat’, ignoring the elements of the word that are mismatched. This would, in fact, be a sensible strategy for multidialectal infants to adopt, given the variability of the phonological information they hear. In this way they focus on those elements of the words and images that are complementary and use these to guide their looking behaviour.

The key finding of the current study is that multidialectal infants process mispronunciations of familiar words differently to their monodialectal peers, showing for the first time that long-term exposure to within-language variation affects the specificity of early representations of words. Further work into this area is needed to identify whether multidialectal infants’ representations are ever specified enough that they are able to identify mispronunciations in the same ways as their monodialectal counterparts or whether the effects observed here are permanent.
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APPENDIX A

Below is the passage parents were asked to read, the parent who attended with their child was recorded on the day and the other parent (most commonly the father) was called and recorded over the telephone. This passage is used as it contains most of the sounds of English and is made up of common English words that use a range of difficult sounds and sound sequences (Weinberger, 2003).

Please call Stella. Ask her to bring these things with her from the store: Six spoons of fresh snow peas, five thick slabs of blue cheese, and maybe a snack for her brother Bob. We also need a small plastic snake and a big toy frog for the kids. She can scoop these things into three red bags, and we will go meet her Wednesday at the train station.
## APPENDIX B

List of the most common differences between the dialects spoken by the parents of multidialectal infants and the local South West accent. Shaded boxes indicate where the phoneme is realized differently from the South West for that dialect (adapted from Hughes and Trudgill, 1996).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dialect</th>
<th>/s/ (in mud)</th>
<th>/æ/ (in path)</th>
<th>/ɑː/ (in palm)</th>
<th>/ɛɪ/ (in hazy)</th>
<th>/r/ (in bar)</th>
<th>/ɡ/ (in sing)</th>
<th>/j/ (in few)</th>
<th>[ei] (in gate)</th>
<th>[ɹ] (in farmer)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North East (Yorkshire)</td>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[ɾ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[eː]</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merseyside (Liverpool)</td>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[ɾ] /ŋɡ/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Midlands (Leicester)</td>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>/ɹ/</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Dropped</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Midlands (Birmingham, Staffordshire)</td>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>/ŋɡ/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[eː]</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales</td>
<td></td>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[eː]</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Midlands (Northampton)</td>
<td>/ɑː/</td>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dropped</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South East (London, Buckinghamshire, Hampshire, Reading)</td>
<td>/ɑː/</td>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
List of dialects heard by each of the multidialectal infants included in the study. Both parents of monodialectal infants spoke with a British South West dialect. Infants 14 and 15 heard the local dialect only from their childcare provider. However, the behaviour of these infants followed the same pattern as the others in the multidialectal group. These two infants were still familiar with the local pronunciations of words hearing the local dialect 35 and 26% of the time respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child</th>
<th>Multidialectal</th>
<th>% exposure to South West</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>South West</td>
<td>Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>South West</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>South West</td>
<td>Coventry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>South East</td>
<td>South West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>South West</td>
<td>Liverpool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>South West</td>
<td>Yorkshire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>South West</td>
<td>Birmingham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>South West</td>
<td>Buckinghamshire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>South West</td>
<td>Liverpool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>South West</td>
<td>Hampshire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>South West</td>
<td>Yorkshire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>South West</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Staffordshire</td>
<td>South West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Wales</td>
<td>Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Leicester</td>
<td>Leicester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Northampton</td>
<td>South West</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX D

Example of the questions asked to multidialectal infants. All parents were asked about the amount of time infants spent sleeping and with a childcare provider, including details of dialects heard whilst there, with the additional questions below asked to the parents of multidialectal infants.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Can you please tell us the additional accent (e.g. Manchester)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Which parent speaks with this accent?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>In an average week how many hours does your child spend with a local accent speaking childcare provider (nursery, childminder, relative, friend)? If your childcare provider speaks with a non-local accent please add details below of time spent there and the accent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Over a 24 hour period, how many hours will your child spend sleeping? (include nap times and overnight)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>When both parents are present who speaks more to your child?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a The additional accent speaking parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b The local accent speaking parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c We both speak equal amounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Are there times in a typical week when your child is with just one parent (e.g. always cared for by Dad on Saturdays or Mum on Sundays)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a How many hours in an average week with just the additional accent speaking parent?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b How many hours in an average week with just the local accent speaking parent?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>